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DRIBBLING AND PASSING
Dribbling at sped to get away from defenders and accuracy of passes/shots

45 minutes

NOTES
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RACE CARS (5 minutes)
-All players start with a ball.
-Setup a cone opposite of each player about 20 yards away.
-Have a series of dribbling races where the players run or dribble around the cone.
-First race - run to the cone, run backwards back to the starting line (no ball).
-Second race - dribble with right foot only.
-Third race - dribble with left foot only.
- Fourth race - run with ball held over the head. Backpedal back from the cone.
-Fifth race - dribble with both feet.

WRECK-IT (10 minutes)
-Divide the players into two teams.
-One team (FIXERS) puts their balls on top of cones (buildings). Add some extra buildings if you
have extra balls.
-The other team (WRECKERS) starts with their ball and dribbles around trying to knock down the
buildings with passes/shots.
-Fixers use their feet to get the buildings back up. They may use their hands to help them but
encourage them to try with their feet first.
-Play for two minutes then switch roles.
-Play four total games, resting and demonstrating using the sole to get the ball back on the cone
between games.
SPIDER WEBS (10 minutes)
-All players have a ball.
-Start with one or two players as Spiders. Give them pinnies as webs.
-Setup gates as goals to dribble through for players.
-Players score points by dribbling through gates.
-Spiders score points by throwing their web on the balls.
-If a player has his ball get webbed, they must go to the Spider Web (coach) and do some fitness or
moves from coach to get back in the game.
-Alternate spiders every two minutes.
-Have the players count their total points every time you switch spiders and at the end.

MATCH
-Play 3v3 with no GKs.
-Use Altitude U6 Modified Game Rules to help teach the kids the game of soccer.
-If you have parents, they may act as bumpers to keep the ball in bounds. Otherwise, use kick-ins
for all restarts (pass or dribble).
-Let the kids play as much as possible, using natural stoppages to teach them about the game.
Use Guided Discovery as much as possible -- "The blue kicked the ball in the goal, what do we call
that? (a goal!) What do we do next? (kickoff at midfield) Who gets to take the kick? (red team)" etc.
Play for seven minutes, take a break, switch sides, and play a second half of seven minutes.
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